Concurrent Gastric Adenocarcinoma of Fundic Gland Type and Carcinoma with Lymphoid Stroma: A Rare Case Report
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Abstract
Both gastric adenocarcinoma of fundic gland type (ADC-FG) and carcinoma with lymphoid stroma (lymphoepithelioma-like carcinoma, LELC) are relatively rare. Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) has been implicated in the pathogenesis of LELC. However, the pathogenesis of ADC-FG, as well as the role of EBV in the carcinogenesis of LELC, remain unclear and under debate. The current study presents a case of concurrent ADC-FG and LELC in the stomach in a 69-year-old man. Total gastrectomy was performed, and two separate masses were identified. Upon histological and immunohistochemical examination, the mass located in the lower body was determined to be LELC and the mass in the upper body was diagnosed as ADC-FG. The lesions were characterized by different mucin phenotypes and EBV in situ results. In the lower-body mass, EBV in situ hybridization expression was diffusely strongly positive, but MUC2, MUC5AC, MUC6, and CD10 were all negative. On the other hand, in the upper-body mass, the results were positive for MUC6 but negative for MUC2, MUC5AC, CD10, and EBV by in situ hybridization. The remaining gastric tissue was unremarkable, and perigastric lymph node metastases were absent. Seven months after the gastrectomy, a postoperative computed tomography scan revealed no recurrence or metastasis.
Introduction

Gastric adenocarcinoma is characterized by broad morphological heterogeneity with cell differentiation. Tumors are separated into intestinal and diffuse types by the Lauren classification [1], and either differentiated or undifferentiated types by the classification of Nakamura et al. [2]. With recent progress in mucin histochemistry, it has been explained that adenocarcinoma of the intestinal type comprises the gastric phenotype [3]. Gastric phenotypes contain the foveolar type, pyloric gland type, and fundic gland type. Among them, there have been only a few reported cases of adenocarcinoma of fundic gland type (ADC-FG) [4, 5]. Recently, some authors have proposed ADC-FG as a new entity of gastric adenocarcinoma [5, 6].

Gastric carcinoma with lymphoid stroma, also reported as lymphoepithelioma-like carcinoma (LELC), is a rare and special type of gastric carcinoma that was first described by Watanabe et al. [7] in 1976. More than 80% of cases of this tumor have been associated with infection with Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), and the prognosis for patients with this tumor is reportedly better than that for patients with typical gastric cancers [8].

Both ADC-FG and LELC are relatively rare in the stomach. In particular, the clinicopathological features and outcome of gastric ADC-FG are not fully understood at present. Herein, we report the case of a patient with concurrent gastric ADC-FG and LELC.

Case Report

The patient was a 69-year-old man who had undergone endoscopic submucosal dissection for conventional gastric adenocarcinoma 13 years earlier. During follow-up evaluation, two different masses were identified in the stomach. Endoscopic examination revealed that the mass in the lower body was a huge ulceroinfiltrative lesion with a dirty base, and the mass in the upper body was a 2.4-cm-sized submucosal lesion with surface erosion (fig. 1). In the space between the two lesions, no abnormalities were recognized. These observations indicated that the mass in the lower body was a typical advanced gastric tumor, derived from epithelial cells, and the mass in the upper body appeared to be a submucosal tumor of nonepithelial cell origin, such as a gastrointestinal stromal tumor or leiomyoma. The huge mass in the lower body was biopsied and histologically demonstrated to be a poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma with lymphoepithelioma-like features.

The patient underwent a total gastrectomy. The resected stomach exhibited two separate masses, measuring 7.5 × 7.0 cm in size in the lower body and 2.5 × 1.5 cm in size in the upper body, respectively (fig. 2).

Microscopically, the lower-body tumor was characterized by poorly developed tubular structures and sheets or nests of round to polygonal cells associated with prominent lymphoid infiltration of the stroma. Tumor invasion of the serosa was observed, but no lymphovascular or perineural invasion was identified. Tumor cells showed an intensive nuclear signal for EBV by in situ hybridization (fig. 3). In contrast, the upper-body tumor was composed mainly of well-formed glands with occasional irregular anastomosing glands with columnar cells resembling fundic gland cells, predominantly chief cells, with basophilic cytoplasm and mildly enlarged nuclei showing atypia. This tumor was negative for EBV by in situ hybridization (fig. 4). These atypical glands were well circumscribed with an abrupt transition from the normal mucosa, which is one of the features of neoplasms. The nuclei were mildly enlarged, compared to those of normal fundic gland cells, and showed a mild
degree of pleomorphism with a few mitotic figures. The tumor invaded the muscularis propria layer, but lymphovascular and perineural invasion was absent.

Immunohistochemical staining for the mucin phenotype was performed. The following monoclonal antibodies were used: MUC2 (1:200; Novocastra Reagents, Leica Biosystems, Milton Keynes, UK) for intestinal goblet cells, MUC5AC (1:300; Novocastra Reagents) for gastric foveolar cells, MUC6 (1:300; Novocastra Reagents) for gastric mucous neck cells and pyloric glands, and CD10 (1:100; Novocastra Reagents) for small intestinal brush border. Immunohistochemistry was carried out on serial 4-μm-thick paraffin blocks using the BOND-MAX system (Leica Biosystems) with EDTA buffer and diaminobenzidine as the chromogen according to the manufacturer’s recommended protocol. The expression of the antigens was assessed as positive or negative. The immunoreactivity was defined as positive when the staining was recognized in more than 10% of the tumor cells [6].

The two tumors represented different mucin phenotypes. Immunohistochemical results for the cell differentiation are summarized in table 1. In the lower-body mass, MUC2, MUC5AC, MUC6, and CD10 were all negative (data not shown). On the other hand, in the upper-body mass, staining was positive for MUC6 but negative for MUC2, MUC5AC, and CD10 (fig. 5).

Based on the histological and immunohistochemical features, the mass located in the lower body was diagnosed as LELC and the mass in the upper body was revealed as ADC-FG. The remaining gastric tissue was unremarkable, and perigastric lymph node metastases were absent.

Discussion

Both gastric ADC-FG and LELC are relatively rare. In particular, ADC-FG is a recently recognized pathologic subtype of gastric adenocarcinoma. Although gastric ADC-FG remains incompletely understood to date, 10 cases of gastric ADC-FG (chief cell predominant type) characterized by Ueyama et al. [6] were found to have several particular clinicopathologic features, such as tumor location, histologic findings, specific phenotype, and low-grade malignancy. Histologically, gastric ADC-FG is a well-differentiated adenocarcinoma composed of atypical columnar cells mimicking fundic glands (mainly chief cells and a few scattered parietal cells). Based on the dominant cells constituting the tumor, gastric ADC-FG is classified into chief cell type, parietal cell type, and mixed type. In addition to morphological histological features, the differentiation of tumor cells can be assessed through the use of immunohistochemical stains. In the present case, the diffuse and strong expression of MUC6 was observed in the upper-body tumor. MUC6 is a well-known marker of gastric mucous neck cells and pyloric glands. In addition, it is expressed in chief cells of fundic glands [9]. Therefore, the expression of MUC6, as in our case, supported differentiation toward fundic glands, and our final diagnosis of ADC-FG is compatible.

In the previous studies, all cases of gastric ADC-FG were early-stage cancer with mucosal or submucosal invasion [5, 6, 10]. In contrast, the ADC-FG in our case was advanced-stage cancer with muscularis propria invasion. Nevertheless, it is similar to earlier reported cases with regard to absence of lymphovascular invasion, perineural invasion, and lymph node metastases. Some authors have proposed that this lesion is best regarded as benign and reclassified as oxyntic gland polyp/adenoma [5]. However, this seems unfounded on the basis of the findings of nuclear pleomorphism and invasion of the muscularis propria. It is more suitable to consider ADC-FG as low-grade malignancy.
Gastric LELC is a rare variant of gastric carcinoma that was first explained by Watanabe et al. [7] in 1976 as gastric carcinoma with a lymphoid stroma. LELC is known as EBV-associated carcinoma. An etiologic relationship of EBV is based on an even expression of EBV in tumor cells, in contrast to its absence in normal epithelium and dysplastic lesions [11]. Watanabe and colleagues suggested that accompanying lymphocytic infiltrates to the stroma might be caused by host defense responses. The mechanism by which EBV contributes to carcinogenesis remains unclear [12]. In the case discussed here, the LELC lesion in the lower body demonstrated diffuse EBV expression. Interestingly, the synchronous ADC-FG lesion was completely negative for EBV by in situ hybridization. On the basis of this result, we know that the two lesions have a different pathogenesis.

The incidence of multiple carcinomas appears to be higher in EBV-associated gastric carcinomas than in EBV-negative carcinomas [13]. EBV positivity has been reported to be higher in synchronous multiple carcinomas than in consecutive single carcinomas [14, 15]. The tumors in our case were two synchronous masses, one of which was EBV-positive LELC.

It has been known that gastric LELC generally has better prognosis than conventional gastric carcinomas. In addition, the natural course of ADC-FG is reportedly better than that of typical gastric carcinomas. Considering these facts, despite limited data, it is inferred that the prognosis for the patient described here may be more favorable than that for patients with usual gastric carcinomas. However, although neither lymphovascular invasion nor lymph node metastasis was present in this case, this patient did have advanced T-stage disease, especially in an area of ADC-FG that tended to be limited to the submucosa in previous reports. Therefore, further studies should be conducted to clarify the pathogenesis of these lesions and their natural history.

Not only LELC but also ADC-FG are uncommon histologic variants of gastric cancers. Furthermore, it is extremely rare that gastric LELC and ADC-FG occur synchronously and independently. We reported this rare case of concurrent gastric ADC-FG and LELC.
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Fig. 1. Endoscopic observation revealing two masses: one of them was a huge ulceroinfiltrative mass located in the lower body (a) and the other was a submucosal mass with surface ulceration placed in the upper body (b).
Fig. 2. Gross finding revealing two separate masses in the upper and lower body of the stomach, respectively.
Fig. 3. a The lower-body tumor, diagnosed as LELC, was a poorly differentiated carcinoma with prominent lymphoid stroma. H&E. ×200. b Tumor cells of the lower body showed diffuse and strong positivity for EBV by in situ hybridization. ×200.
Fig. 4. a The upper-body tumor, diagnosed as ADC-FG, was a well-differentiated carcinoma, reminiscent of fundic gland cells. H&E. ×200. b Tumor cells of the upper body were negative for EBV by in situ hybridization. ×400.
**Fig. 5.** Mucin expression of the ADC-FG. Tumor cells exhibited positivity for MUC6 (a) but negativity for CD10 (b), MUC2 (c), and MUC5AC (d). ×200.

**Table 1.** Immunohistochemical results for the two different lesions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antibody</th>
<th>LELC</th>
<th>ADC-FG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MUC2</td>
<td>negative</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUC5AC</td>
<td>negative</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUC6</td>
<td>negative</td>
<td>positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD10</td>
<td>negative</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBV in situ hybridization</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>